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The reason you write sales or pitch letters is simple: You have a message you want to deliver to the letter reader. In today’s electronic world, you may deliver the written word in a format other than ink on paper. Your letter might be delivered via e-mail, or as an open letter on a Website. Some letters are still delivered via fax (facsimile), but those seem to be dwindling in many different industries.

The more you know and understand the reader of your sales and pitch letters, the easier it will be to get your message across. Some letters will be for the masses, where the audience is not clearly defined. Other letters will be for specific audiences, such as your customers who have already bought a specific product or service from you.
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Revolution in DevelopmentUniversity of California Press, 2021

	Revolution in Development uncovers the surprising influence of postrevolutionary Mexico on the twentieth century's most important international economic institutions. Drawing on extensive archival research in Mexico, the United States, and Great Britain, Christy Thornton meticulously traces how Mexican officials repeatedly...
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Microsoft Windows PowerShell 3.0 FirstlookPackt Publishing, 2012


	With PowerShell quickly becoming the de-facto standard for automation, on

	the Windows platform, it is becoming a necessity to learn and understand the

	language. Microsoft Windows PowerShell 3.0 First Look will ensure that you have a

	great overview of the numerous new features and changes found in the most recent

	version of the...
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R Graphics CookbookO'Reilly, 2013

	
		I started using R several years ago to analyze data I had collected for my research in
	
		graduate school. My motivation at first was to escape from the restrictive environments
	
		and canned analyses offered by statistical programs like SPSS. And even better, because
	
		it’s freely available, I didn’t need to...
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Transverse Spin Physics (High Energy Spin Physics)World Scientific Publishing, 2003
...a useful tool for those who want to know about these new phenomena and understand the physics behind them. -- Prof Franco Bradamante, Universita degli Studi di Trieste, Italy     

       This book deals with the theory and phenomenology of  transverse spin effects in high-energy hadronic physics. Contrary to  common past...
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PeopleSoft PeopleTools Tips & Techniques (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Advanced PeopleSoft PeopleTools Development Strategies


	Maximize the efficiency and productivity of your PeopleSoft applications from Oracle using the proven methods and best practices in this Oracle Press guide. PeopleSoft PeopleTools Tips & Techniques lays out the benefits of each tactic along with implementation...
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Penetration Testing EssentialsSybex, 2016

	Your pen testing career begins here, with a solid foundation in essential skills and concepts
	
		Penetration Testing Essentials  provides a starting place for professionals and beginners looking to learn more about penetration testing for cybersecurity. Certification eligibility requires work experience—but before...
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